APPLIED TECHNOLOGY (AT) BUILDING SELF-GUIDED TOUR

Location from Whitinger Business Building: Exit out of the main entrance of the Whitinger Business building. Go towards the street with the bell tower in the middle of campus. You will want to cross the street and turn left. Walk down to the corner of McKinley & Riverside and take a right. The Applied Technology building will be the second building on your right.

If you go straight upon entering the main south entrance to the Applied Technology building, all of these locations will go in order of their location.

---

FIRST FLOOR

Office of Inclusive Excellence – AT 101
The Office for Inclusive Excellence, whose mission is to help Ball State departments and colleges integrate diversity, equity, and educational quality efforts into their missions and institutional operations, is located at the south entrance of the AT Building. (Not part of Miller College of Business)

Allègre and Student Kitchens – AT 104
Allègre is Ball State’s student-run restaurant, which provides students the opportunity to gain invaluable hands-on experience without having to leave campus. The restaurant serves both breakfast and lunch throughout the semester, as well as serving gourmet coffee in the morning. Additionally, the Hospitality & Food Management Program’s domestic kitchen labs are located behind Allègre.

Weidner Center for Residential Property Management and Lobby
With the help of a generous gift from Dean Weidner, owner of Weidner Apartment Homes, the Weidner Center for Residential Property Management (RPM) was created to highlight the Residential Property Management Program at Ball State. The center has interview rooms, resource desk, and a public lobby with video monitors for promoting the RPM program and industry.

Graphic Arts Labs – AT 185
Located in the northwest corner of the AT Building are a number of graphic arts labs. Students gain hands-on experience about modern techniques in commercial printing, photography, and other related fields in these labs. (Not part of Miller College of Business)

Robert G. Hunt Center for Construction Management – AT 179
With the help of a generous gift from Robert G. Hunt of Hunt Construction Group, the Robert G. Hunt Center for Construction Management was designed to prepare construction management students for a rapidly expanding industry by promoting a culture of teamwork and communication. (Not part of Miller College of Business)
Construction Management and Interior Design Department Office – AT151
The main office for the Department of Construction Management and Interior Design, which is part of the College of Architecture and Planning (CAP), is located in the east section of the AT Building. (*Not part of Miller College of Business*)

Construction Management and Computer Technology Labs – AT 141 and 143
Located primarily in the east and northeast sections of the AT Building are a number of labs designed for the Construction Management and Computer Technology programs. These labs include a rapid-prototyping lab, iSTEM labs, materials labs, and additional computer labs. (*Not part of Miller College of Business*)

Faculty Offices
Located primarily in the northeast section of the AT Building are faculty offices for members of the Construction Management, Computer Technology, Technology Education, and Interior Design Programs. (*Not part of Miller College of Business*)

SECOND FLOOR

Department of Applied Business Studies – AT 206

Apparel Design Labs and Studios – AT 273 and 274
Materials and textiles labs along with design studios are available to students in the Apparel Design Program. Students have access to collaborative workspaces, modern sewing equipment, mannequins, and labs for computer-aided design.

Mary Beeman Historical Costume Collection – AT 268
The physical collection contains over 3,000 articles of men and women’s clothing dating back to the 18th century. Mary Beeman, head of the Department of Home Economics, started the collection after she was given articles of clothing from the Frank C. Ball family in the 1930’s. The collection also includes thousands of digital photographs of apparel from the 1930’s thru the 1990’s

Interior Design Labs – AT 262
Secured labs for students in the Interior Design Program allow students access to modern design technologies, as well as modular collaborative workspaces with HD monitors and display showcases. (*Not part of Miller College of Business*)

Faculty Offices
This floor contains a number of faculty offices for programs such as Residential Property Management, Hospitality and Food Management, and Interior Design, which are located primarily in the northwest portion of the building.